
 
 

Dougie MacLean “With Strings” Dunkeld Records 
 
Last week in Folkwax we reviewed MacLean’s “Early,” and this week we look at its sister recording 
“With Strings” which was released concurrently. While the songs on the former recording roughly date 
from 1970/1982, seven of the ten songs on “With Strings” are post 1991 creations. The trio of 
exceptions are all certified MacLean classics - “Ready For The Storm” hails from “Craigie Dhu” [1983] 
and, from the same collection, there’s the unofficial Scottish anthem ”Caledonia,” plus from 1985 and 
“Singing Land” there’s “Another Story.” As far as the 1983 pairing is concerned, this is their third 
appearance on a MacLean album, as they also appeared on the mostly acoustic and alone live set 
“From The Ends Of The Earth” [2000].   
 
Aiding MacLean on this recording is the eleven piece Perthshire Ensemble – six violins, two violas, two 
cellos and a double bass. One of the cellists is, Kevin McCrae, whose string arrangements were such an 
integral part of Eddi Reader’s most recent recording, “Sings The Songs Of Robert Burns” which was 
issued by Nashville’s Compass Records in early February 2004. McCrae also brings his skill to bear on 
this collection, although, personally, I don’t feel his string arrangements of MacLean’s tunes sparkle to 
the extent that the Burns ones truly did. With Reader, he had a full orchestra at his disposal. At the 2002 
Celtic Connections Festival, MacLean and the Perthshire Ensemble appeared in concert together at 
Glasgow’s Royal Concert Hall and this studio recording reprises that performance. 
 
There’s a suggestion of hesitation about Dougie’s performances on “Early,” which could be partly the 
result of the material’s youthful vintage, while “With Strings” finds MacLean singing with greater fluidity 
and assurance. The other songs on this album amount to, chronologically, “Turning Away” and “War” 
[“Indigenous” (1991)], “Broken Wings” and “Holding Back” [“Marching Mystery” (1994)], “Stepping 
Stones” [“Riof” (1997)] and from “Who Am I” (2001), MacLean’s his most recent studio recording to 
feature all new material, “Not Lie Down” and “Mary Queen Of Scots.” 
 
For time served MacLean fans, my reservations about this recording relate mainly to the aspect of “how 
many times can you say the same thing.” For newcomers it’s a good primer to MacLean’s much wider 
catalogue of creations.  
 
Folkwax Rating 6 out of 10 
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